How to fix the Cordpack or Battery of your Laube
Lazor so it doesn’t fall out anymore
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Here is one of many ways to fix the cordpack or battery of your Laube clipper, when it won’t stay
locked in the clipper anymore. It’s a simple procedure even you can do.
Laube uses a very simple connection system that looks exactly like the “snap” on a denim jacket. Its is
an “electrical” connector but it looks just like a snap and has both of the snap parts. The only tool
required for this is a pair of needle nose pliers.

Look at the terminals on the end of your cordpack or battery.
There are four “female” connectors here that almost look like
that same part of the “snap”

Now look down inside your clipper housing where the cordpack
or battery fits into. There are four “male” connectors that
almost look like the same part of the “snap”. The problem we
have is that over time as these connectors have come together
countless times, the male part has spread apart the sides of
the female part. Now, it doesn’t want to snap together and
hold like it did when it was new.

To fix this problems, grab your needle nose pliers. With your
pliers, gently squeeze the sides of the female connector so
they move just a very little bit There’s not much of the
connector sticking above the surface of the face-plate, but you
can still bend them slightly. Don’t bend them in too far or you’ll
have t bend them outward again. This will tighten this
connector so it will “snap” on the male connector, keeping the
cordpack or battery from falling out anymore. Good Job!
If you’ve done it correctly, you should be able to re-insert your
cordpack or battery and it will snap into the other connector
securely. You may have to push it hard the first time to snap it.
If by chance you bent the female connector too far inward, it may
be too far over to let the connectors snap together at all. To fix
this just get your needle nose pliers and slightly bend the side of
the female connector outward if it looks to be too far in. The
connectors should snap together now. Good Job!!

